Abstract. In recent years, NoSQL databases are becoming more and more popular. We distinguish several different types of such databases and column-oriented databases are very important in this context, for sure. The purpose of this paper is to see how column-oriented databases can be used for data warehousing purposes and what the benefits of such an approach are. HBase as a data management system is used to store the data warehouse in a column-oriented format. Furthermore, we discuss how star schema can be modelled in HBase. Moreover, we test the performances that such a solution can provide and we compare them to relational database management system Microsoft SQL Server.
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1 Introduction

In the past few years NoSQL databases are becoming more and more popular. Some features that are crucial for the relational data model do not seem to be appropriate for today’s applications. Applications that are built today require much better response time, they do not need a strict ACID (Atomicity, Consistency, Isolation, Durability) [18], versioning is actually a desirable feature, the volumes of data are becoming very large etc. Since the relational data model does not cope with these issues very well, NoSQL databases are here to fill in the gap.

When we talk about NoSQL databases, we have to have in mind that four different types can be distinguished; key value, document-oriented, column-oriented and graph databases.

Document-oriented databases store data in documents, but documents are not in a form that we are used to. Document does not mean a .doc (or similar) file, but usually JSON is used as a data format because it can be easily read and interpreted [15]. In JSON, objects are crucial. An object is in fact a nested string/value structure (Fig. 1). A value can be another object, a list of values etc. One of the most popular document-oriented database systems is MongoDB.

Figure 1. JSON object [15]

Graph databases, on the other hand, rely on some segment of the graph theory. They are good to represent nodes (entities) and relationships among them. This is especially suitable to analyze social networks and some other scenarios.

Key value databases are important as well for a certain key you store (assign) a certain value. Document-oriented databases can be treated as key value as long as you know the document id. Here we skip the details as it would take too much time to discuss different systems [21].

Column-oriented databases such as HBase are exactly that, column oriented. This means that column values are stored together (instead of rows). Since queries that are used to extract data usually retrieve only some columns from a table (queries such as SELECT * FROM table should be avoided), column-oriented solutions should be much faster. This paper explores how column-oriented databases (HBase in our case) can be used for data warehousing purposes and what are the benefits of such an approach.

The paper is organized as follows. First section explores HBase as a column-oriented database representative. The second section presents several major findings in the field of data warehousing for NoSQL databases. The third section discusses an example scenario that is then implemented as well as some experimental results. Finally, the conclusion is presented.

2 HBase storage system

Data warehouses have been used for a long time. Their main purpose is to integrate data from heterogeneous sources in order to build a unified and
cleaned structure called a data warehouse. Many good sources can be found on the subject of facts and dimensions (for example, [16], [13], [4], [19] or [2]) and we will not go into detail here.

Collection of data can be stored by means of different storage models. Standard data warehouses are mostly based on the relational data model.

When we talk about data warehouses, we have to have in mind that there is an open community that focuses on free data warehouse technologies with performances that are even better than the technologies in commercial use [3]. So which technology should be used and when? Namely, NoSQL database systems have certain advantages in terms of preprocessing or exploration of raw unstructured data, flexible programming languages running in parallel, analysis of provisional data etc. [14].

Companies such as Yahoo, Google and Facebook are collecting enormous amounts of data and relational (traditional) data storage models are just not sufficient in such scenarios. In order to avoid issues, these companies started to develop their own technologies to cope with large amounts of data, for example Hadoop platform ([8], [22]).

Hadoop has two types of data storage: Hive and HBase. „The Hive data warehouse software facilitates querying and managing large datasets residing in distributed storage. Hive provides a mechanism to project structure onto this data and query the data using a SQL-like language called HiveQL.“. [23] „Apache HBase is an open-source, distributed, versioned, non-relational database modeled after Google's Bigtable: A Distributed Storage System for Structured Data by Chang et al [8]. Just as Bigtable leverages the distributed data storage provided by the Google File System, Apache HBase provides Bigtable-like capabilities on top of Hadoop and HDFS.“ [24].

As we said earlier, HBase is a column-oriented NoSQL representative. Data is stored in tables that have rows and columns, but columns are grouped in column families (one column family has more columns). It is important to notice that one cell can have more values over time and versioning is supported. One can look at the following picture (Fig. 3) to see column families, columns, rows and values:

Since column values are stored together, it is easy to add new columns. For the same key, there are more rows with different values over time. In order to uniquely identify the row, we need to specify the version as well. HBase has some other advantages, as well as some drawbacks. Data does not have to be joined as we are used to do in SQL because data are denormalized. However, we do not have a system catalogue that one could use to find out interesting data about tables and other objects (we have to take care of it by ourselves).

3 Previous research

Converting data warehouse star schema to Hadoop Hive tables using Sqoop in order to test advantages and disadvantages was described in [7], and is also presented in Figure 2. below. Sqoop represents special developed tools that can migrate data to Hadoop. It „allows easy import and export of data from structured data stores: relation database, enterprise data warehouse and NoSQL Data store [7]“.

SAS is business analytics software. SAS data collection was used as a primary data source, from which the authors extracted data as a flat file without duplicates and stored data in star schema model. Both types are stored in the Hive data management system by the earlier mentioned Sqoop tool. Authors made a query performance and data compression test, which resulted with a difference in the query performance and data compress ratio.

Our idea was to use a similar approach, but instead of Hive we used the HBase data management system. Furthermore, we tried to implement a star schema in HBase table model.

Figure 2. The Data load process [12]

The type of database which an organization require depends on its' needs [5]. Here we reached the discussion of advantages and limitations of column-and row-oriented databases. Row-oriented database is more efficient than column-oriented one when we have to select many columns of a single row, or when
a row can be selected with a single disk seek. Also, row-oriented databases are efficient when we have to insert a row within all column data at the same time [5], [11], [17], [6]. Otherwise, column-oriented databases are more efficient with the aggregation of many rows, but with a smaller subset of column data. Here we have a big plus on the analytics performance regarding the same type of value stored at one place, but under a limited number of situations CPU performance is not as good [5], [11], [17], [6]. Authors in [1] succeed to simulate a column store in a row store system via vertical partitioning and index-only plans, but simulation didn’t yield a good performance because of high tuple reconstruction costs.

4 Implementation

4.1 Relational model of SMS messaging

In this section we want to present a small data warehouse scenario that is used for SMS message analysis. Nowadays, there are many services, such as parking, voting, content download, that are using SMS messages. Third world countries use “old” mobile technologies (SMS messages), so there is still a need to build such data warehouses in order to serve the management with fresh and accurate data. Management wants to find out how many messages each service has per hour, which operator is the most represented, what is the amount of billed messages, what are the top five services by billed messages etc.

The star schema is given below. We have one fact and six dimension tables (Fig 4.). This data warehouse was implemented in MS SQL Server. Thus, each SMS message is stored in the „central table“– factTransaction. A fact table is connected with dimension tables and contains a foreign key towards each of the dimensions. In the Country table we can find data about countries (name, currency, Vat…); the User table contains data about the user of the service (mobile number). Data about the mobile operator is included in the Operator table (network code, name, …) and Service table includes details like Name, portfolio name etc. Finally DateH dimension gives us information about the date and time a message was received and submitted.

![Figure 4. Data warehouse model](image)

4.2 HBase implementation of SMS messaging

There are a few different ways to store data and make aggregations in HBase [10]:

1. Making HBase tables as external Hive tables - data can be accessed via HiveQL language here, but that is an unwanted additional step;
2. Writing MapReduce jobs and working with HBase data in the HDFS;
3. Using applications such as Crux, Phoenix, etc. in order to create HBase tables together with metadata needed for query processing.

In this paper, we applied the third approach, because we used HBase as a standalone installation, without a Hadoop file system. Moreover, we wanted to make analysis on HBase tables (not on Hive), so copying tables from one format to another was not applicable. Results that we got have been compared with SQL Server 2012 standalone installation.

Crux is a depreciated application. Since Apache took Phoenix in its project/application pool, we used Phoenix as the main application for querying HBase tables (Fig. 5). As we noted in the text above, HBase stored data without metadata, so there were some problems with aggregation and grouping. Phoenix
successfully avoids such problems and adds certain metadata.

We wanted to test both technologies with big data sets. When we inserted approx. 10000 rows in HBase, there was already a big difference in the performance. Finally, we made a test with one million data rows. The data warehouse model was described above. We extracted and imported data to HBase tables by the means of a Phoenix Python script (psql.py) and we compared the performances for both solutions. Furthermore, we observed several scenarios of data model imported in HBase:

1. Denormalization of the entire data warehouse model in one flat table – facts could be joined with dimensions and imported to a single HBase table.

2. Second possible approach is to import dimensions and then the fact table, in that specific order. Dimension tables can have only one column family and this one would look different for the fact table.

3. The third approach would be to import each entity (fact, dimension) in a separate HBase table and then join the tables on the HBase querying level.

The second and the third option seem to be pretty complex for column-oriented databases. For example, joining tables in HBase and using relationships (foreign keys) for querying purposes, presents a problem with HBase querying framework. So we choose option one – flat data warehouse file.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we explored how NoSQL column-oriented representative called HBase can be used to implement the data warehouse. Although HBase is a column-oriented system, we expected that performances would be better, but that was not the case. SQL Server 2012 confirmed to be a robust solution with very good performances. Although similar attempts are made by other authors, they didn’t use HBase system for data warehouse purposes; instead, they use Hive.

In the implementation phase, many problems occurred. Some tools that we tried didn’t work and some were even not available (any more). So we can say that technologies that are not mature do show some peculiarities and that things are not always straightforward. We also discussed how star schema can be modelled in HBase and the best approach turned out to be the flat data model, i.e., denormalization of the entire data warehouse.

In the future, we would like to implement all tree approaches mentioned in the text above, in order to compare them. Moreover, using the column families in HBase could be an interesting subject for study as well.
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